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Abstract The daily maximum relativistic electron ﬂux at geostationary orbit can be predicted well with a set
of daily averaged predictor variables including previous day’s ﬂux, seed electron ﬂux, solar wind velocity and
number density, AE index, IMF Bz, Dst, and ULF and VLF wave power. As predictor variables are intercorrelated,
we used multiple regression analyses to determine which are the most predictive of ﬂux when other variables
are controlled. Empirical models produced from regressions of ﬂux onmeasured predictors from 1day previous
were reasonably effective at predicting novel observations. Adding previous ﬂux to the parameter set improves
the prediction of the peak of the increases but delays its anticipation of an event. Previous day’s solar wind
number density and velocity, AE index, and ULF wave activity are the most signiﬁcant explanatory variables;
however, the AE index, measuring substorm processes, shows a negative correlation with ﬂux when other
parameters are controlled. This may be due to the triggering of electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves by
substorms that cause electron precipitation. VLF waves show lower, but signiﬁcant, inﬂuence. The combined
effect of ULF and VLF waves shows a synergistic interaction, where each increases the inﬂuence of the other on
ﬂux enhancement. Correlations between observations and predictions for this 1 day lag model ranged from
0.71 to 0.89 (average: 0.78). A path analysis of correlations between predictors suggests that solar wind and IMF
parameters affect ﬂux through intermediate processes such as ring current (Dst), AE, and wave activity.
1. Introduction
Fluxes of energetic electrons (kinetic energy> 1.5MeV) in Earth’s outer radiation belts vary over several
orders of magnitude. As high levels of energetic electrons can damage sensitive electronic components of
satellites [Baker et al., 1987, 1998a; Lanzerotti, 2001; Pilipenko et al., 2006], an empirical model would be
helpful in predicting these ﬂux changes.
Correlations between ﬂux enhancements and activity in the solar wind and magnetosphere have long
been recognized [Simms et al., 2014 and references therein]. Empirical predictive models using the
association between ﬂux and these parameters may best be constructed from a set of variables so as
to model contributions from all factors. Several studies have analyzed contributions from more than 1
factor simultaneously, ﬁnding independent contributions from a combination of solar wind velocity
and number density [Lyatsky and Khazanov, 2008; Balikhin et al., 2011; Kellerman and Shprits, 2012], from
a combination of velocity, pressure, geomagnetic indices, and ﬂux on the previous day [Ukhorskiy et al.,
2004; Sakaguchi et al., 2015], from velocity, IMF orientation, and Dst [Li et al., 2011], from combined ultra
low frequency (ULF) and very low frequency (VLF) wave activity [O’Brien et al., 2003], or from ULF activity
and storm levels of Dst [O’Brien and McPherron, 2003].
In the present study, we build on this empirical work by incorporating all these variables in a single analysis, as
well as including a measure of substorm activity (the auroral electrojet index, or AE) and seed electron ﬂux
(100 keV). This allows the simultaneous test of several proposed and interlinked mechanisms for ﬂux enhance-
ment, including acceleration of electrons by ULF wave activity [Elkington et al., 1999; Green and Kivelson, 2004;
Liu et al., 1999; O’Brien et al., 2003] and VLF wave activity [Horne and Thorne, 1998; Summers and Ma, 2000a;
Albert et al., 2009; Tu et al., 2014]. VLF wave activity may be increased by energy injected during substorms
[Kim et al., 2000, 2015;Meredith et al., 2002; O’Brien et al., 2003; Rodger et al., 2016], and substorms may increase
the population of seed electrons which may be accelerated to relativistic energies [Baker et al., 1998b].
As many of these empirical predictors are correlated with each other [Lyons et al., 2005; Simms et al., 2010;
Potapov et al., 2012, 2014; Borovsky and Denton, 2014], only a few may correlate well with electron
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enhancements when other variables are held constant. A set of intercorrelated predictors such as this can be
studied with multiple regression analysis, which determines the relative importance of the predictors when
others are held constant [Neter et al., 1985; Simms et al., 2010; Golden et al., 2012].
Additionally, a factor that correlates well with electron enhancement may not be a direct driver of increased
ﬂux. Instead, it may inﬂuence electron ﬂux indirectly through an intermediate factor. As an example, a model
might be proposed where electrons are accelerated by ULF or VLF wave power, which are in turn excited by
the energy provided by high-speed solar wind streams. Although the high velocity and number density of
these streams may not directly increase electron acceleration, they would correlate well with a rise in ﬂux
because they are responsible for injecting energy into wave activity which is the direct driver. Correlations
of possible predictors with electron enhancement would not distinguish between this proposed mechanism
and a mechanism where solar wind parameters directly inﬂuence electron acceleration.
The relative inﬂuence of direct and indirect effects can be differentiated with the use of path analysis, which
extends multiple regression to estimate the magnitude of causal connections between a set of variables
[Loehlin, 1991]. In this study, we use this technique to shed light on which of themany predictors of relativistic
electron ﬂux can be said to directly drive enhancements and which are the indirect correlates.
2. Data and Methods
In our database of predictors covering 1992–2002 (1993 missing), there are approximately 3000 days for
which we have a daily average of all variables and their lags on the three preceding days.
We obtained hourly averaged electron ﬂuxes for relativistic electrons (>1.5MeV) and seed electrons (100 keV)
from several spacecraft (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) energetic particle Synchronous Orbit Particle
Analyzer (SOPA) instruments in geosynchronous orbit). No spacecraft was in operation for this entire period,
so we averaged over all available satellites in each hour. As each satellite was calibrated differently, we ﬁrst
converted each hourly average to a standardized score with mean 0 and standard deviation of 1 by subtract-
ing the overall mean for that satellite and dividing by the standard deviation of the satellite. For each day, we
then found the maximum relativistic electron ﬂux JR and seed electron ﬂux JS of these average hourly values.
We use the maximum to attempt to reduce the effect of diurnal variations in electron ﬂuxes. We also note
that the maximum JR is of more interest than the average, as damage to satellites is most likely to occur
during the highest ﬂuxes.
As predictor variables beyond seed electron ﬂux, we used measures of ULF (ultra low frequency) and VLF
(very low frequency) wave power. We use a ground-based ULF index covering local times 0500–1500 in
the Pc5 range (2–7mHz) obtained from magnetometers stationed at >~ 45°N [Kozyreva et al., 2007]. We
use the 1.0 kHz VELOX (VLF/ELF Logger Experiment) channel of Halley VLF (power measurements in this
channel include frequencies from 0.5 to 1.5 kHz), limited to the dawn period (9–12 UT, 6–9 MLT). This
frequency range and time period are dominated by dawn chorus, the VLF category thought to have the most
inﬂuence on relativistic electron ﬂux [Smith, 1995; Smith et al., 2004b]. In addition, we obtained AE, Kp, IMF Bz
component, solar wind velocity (Vx in GSE coordinates), and number density (N) from the Omniweb data
base. We found the daily average of these predictive variables. Unlike with the relativistic ﬂux, the averages
of these variables are of most interest as they more accurately describe the physical processes occurring in
themagnetosphere. For themultiple regression analyses, all variables were converted to rankit normal scores
[Sokal and Rohlf, 1995] by ranking each observation and then replacing its rank by the position, in standard
deviation units, of the ranked items in a normally distributed sample of the same size. This transformation
gives a normal distribution, which allows the use of statistical tests that depend on normality.
We performed cross correlations between JR and the daily averages of the above parameters over all days in
the study. However, due to high correlations between predictor variables, it is necessary to control for all
other variables when determining the inﬂuence of each on ﬂux [Simms et al., 2014]. To correct for this
problem, we report partial correlations in addition to the simple correlations. A partial correlation analyzes
the association between two variables while holding all other variables constant.
We also performed a number of multiple regression analyses with JR as the dependent variable. A multiple
regression analysis can determine the relative inﬂuence of parameters on the dependent variable.
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Mathematically, the predicted response variable
(Yi, the predicted JR) is a linear combination of
the prediction parameters (Xi) multiplied by
their regression coefﬁcients (bi) for each of the
i observations:
Yi ¼ b0 þ ∑biXi (1)
We analyzed models with no lags in the predictor
variables (a nowcast model), as well as with
predictor variables from the previous 1 and
3 days. We also incorporated an interaction term
between ULF and VLF wave activity. This variable
is the product of each ULF and VLF observation.
A signiﬁcant effect of this variable in the regres-
sion model would indicate a synergistic effect
where the action of one variable is enhanced by
the other.
A lag term for JR (the value of the ﬂux on the previous day) was added to the models for several reasons. First,
the persistence of these electrons means that ﬂux levels are highly dependent on the levels the day before.
Second, as the ﬂux on a given day is highly dependent on the previous day’s ﬂux, this autocorrelation may
decrease the error terms used in signiﬁcance testing and lead to the conclusion that some predictor variables
are important correlates when they are, in fact, not. The addition of previous day’s ﬂux corrects for this
autocorrelation. (We do drop the lagged ﬂux for one of the models used to assess prediction ability as we
were not testing signiﬁcance of the parameters).
We could have used change in ﬂux as the dependent variable, but there was no advantage to this approach.
Preliminary analyses showed that ﬂux change was as highly correlated with previous day’s ﬂux as ﬂux itself, as
well as being highly correlated with the previous day’s change in ﬂux. Thus, this would have introduced
another unnecessary covariate without any improvement in the clarity of the model.
Another method for dealing with autocorrelation in the dependent variable is two-stage regression in which
a correction factor for the autocorrelation is introduced. The choice of which method to use (two-stage
regression or simply the introduction of a lagged term) depends on the purpose of the model. If only a
predictive “black box” model is desired, then two-stage regression may be a useful method. If, however,
one desires to understand the physical processes and if one of those physical processes is, in fact, the persis-
tence of the dependent variable, then it makes sense to use the method of adding a lagged term.
As the equations include at most one time lag, we suppose that the underlying state equation corre-
sponds to a ﬁrst order differential equation in time (e.g., a diffusion-like equation) rather than to a sec-
ond order differential one (e.g., a wave equation).
We determined the best models by calculating R2, the coefﬁcient of determination. This statistic gives the
fraction of variability in the data described by the model. In other words, it gives a measure of how well
the model ﬁts the data it is based on, although it says nothing about how well this model will predict new
observations from outside the data set used to create the model. In simple linear regression, R2 is equivalent
to the square of the correlation coefﬁcient, r. A coefﬁcient of multiple correlation can be computed by taking
the square root of R2 and can be useful for rough comparisons of models. It should be noted that in linear
multiple regression models, the R2 statistic is mathematically equivalent to the prediction efﬁciency statistic
used by Turner et al. [2011] and Sakaguchi et al. [2015]. However, neither the coefﬁcient of determination (R2)
nor the prediction efﬁciency is a validation test. To validate our “best”models we correlated the observations
from each year with predictions made by a model incorporating all other years. Each prediction was obtained
by entering each observation’s predictor parameters into the least squares regression equation.
In addition to the regression analyses with only JR as the predicted variable, we set up a path diagram to study
the correlational links between the independent variables [Loehlin, 1991; Simms et al., 2010]. The dependent
variable in each analysis is predicted by all the independent variables, but several of the independents may
Figure 1. Correlation of relativistic electron ﬂux with itself on
preceding days. High simple correlations show ﬂux is persistent
over a number of days. Partial correlations (accounting for all
other predictors) show somewhat less inﬂuence of the autocor-
relation of ﬂux when other variables are accounted for.
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also be predicted by each other. Path
analysis uses a series of multiple
regressions with each predictor that
could conceivably be inﬂuenced by
the other predictors as dependent
variable. In the diagram created from
this, each path is given a weight
representing the inﬂuence of one
variable on another. These weights
are the standardized regression coef-
ﬁcients from the multiple regression
analyses. Thus, some independent
variables may have both direct
effects on the ultimate dependent
variable as well as indirect effects by
their inﬂuence on other independent
variables. We used a prediction
model with all independent variables
measured 1 day before ﬂux.
The unstandardized regression coef-
ﬁcients, together with measured
predictor variables, can be used to
forecast relativistic electron ﬂux in
new time periods. To test the ability
of this method to predict new obser-
vations, we performed a series of
multiple regressions, leaving each
year out of the analysis in turn. We
then predicted values for that year’s
data, using the measured values of
the independent variables multiplied
by the regression coefﬁcients. We
study three predictive models with
this technique: a nowcast model
and two 1day lagged models. In the
lagged models, all predictor variables
are lagged; however, in one, the lagged ﬂux (JR) is added as a predictor while in the other it is not. Statistical
analyses were performed in IBM SPSS Statistics and IDL (Interactive Data Language).
3. Results
Relativistic electrons are highly persistent in geosynchronous orbit, as can be seen by the ﬂux autocorrela-
tions (Figure 1; black bars: simple correlations; gray bars: partial correlations). Flux measured the day before
shows a simple correlation of 0.806 with the current day’s ﬂux. The correlation 7 days earlier is still noticeable
(0.187). When other predictors are accounted for in the partial correlations (gray bars), the correlation of ﬂux
with itself still ranges between 0.766 (previous day’s ﬂux) and 0.184 (ﬂux 7 days earlier).
The highest correlations between other predictors and ﬂux do not occur on the current day (Figure 2, day 0).
The greatest simple correlations (black bars) occur 1 day (N), 2 days (Bz, Dst, Vx, and JS), or 3 days (ground ULF
and VLF, and AE) before the ﬂuxmeasurement. Using the same set of data, when other variables are held con-
stant in partial correlation analysis, the correlations of predictor variables with ﬂux are much lower (gray bars).
This is largely due to the ﬂux persistence. The previous day’s ﬂux can, by itself, accurately predict ﬂux onmost
days. However, persistence cannot explain changes in ﬂux that may occur abruptly. These must be due to
other factors which should be incorporated into the model. Additionally, partial correlations calculated with
Figure 2. Cross correlation of ﬂux with various parameters from day 0 (now-
cast, measured on same day as dependent variable relativistic electron ﬂux)
to day 7. For most parameters, simple correlations (black bars) are higher
than partial correlations for which other variables are held constant (gray
bars). Partial correlations show the association of a parameter with ﬂux when
all other parameters are accounted for, including ﬂux itself on prior days.
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previous day’s ﬂux (dark gray bars) and
without it (light gray bars) are similar for
most of the predictors. Thus, previous
day’s ﬂux is not the sole reason why other
predictors lose their high simple correla-
tion. Many of the predictors appear to
act as mutual proxies for one another.
Of the predictors with strong simple corre-
lations, only Vx, N, and JS maintain partial
correlations greater than 0.1. AE also retains
a stronger partial correlation, but opposite
in sign. To more accurately determine the
relative inﬂuences, we use a series of
regression analyses. A current day nowcast
(with previous day’s ﬂux as a covariate to
control for persistence) shows that same
day, JS is the most inﬂuential variable,
followed (in order of inﬂuence) by AE (),
Dst (+), Bz (), andN () (sign denotes posi-
tive or negative inﬂuence). The effects of
Vx, ULF, VLF, and the ULF-VLF interaction
are not signiﬁcant when measured on the
same day as JR (Figure 3a). Arrow thick-
nesses represent the relative inﬂuence of
parameters as measured by the standar-
dized regression coefﬁcients given in
Table 1. Black arrows are statistically signif-
icant effects (p< 0.05). Gray arrows (except
ﬂux) represent nonsigniﬁcant effects.
Flux, while always signiﬁcant, is repre-
sented by gray so as to reduce clutter
in the ﬁgures. The percent variation
explained by the model (R2) is 70.7%.
This is roughly equivalent to the square
of the correlation coefﬁcient (≈0.84).
The prediction of ﬂux by parameters
from 1 day previous shows a strong
negative inﬂuence of AE, followed by ULF
(+), N (), Vx (+), JS (+), Bz (), VLF (+),
and the ULF-VLF interaction (+) in order
of inﬂuence (Figure 3b). The percent varia-
tion in the data explained by this predic-
tion model is 72.1% (roughly equivalent
to a correlation of 0.85). In contrast, the
simple correlation of previous day’s ﬂux
with ﬂux the next day is 0.80 (Figure 1),
meaning that previous ﬂux alone explains
only 64.0% percent of the variation in ﬂux.
A model could be constructed using
the most correlated lag of each predictor
with ﬂux as determined by the simple cor-
relations. Instead of the 1day lag model
presented in Figure 3b, the regression
Figure 3. Inﬂuence of predictors on relativistic electron ﬂux. A: Nowcast:
Measurements for all variables are taken on the same day. B: Prediction:
Predictors measured 1 day before relativistic electron ﬂux. C: 3 day pre-
diction: Predictors measured three days before. Statistically signiﬁcant
factors are represented by black arrows. However, previous ﬂux, while
always a signiﬁcant factor, is represented with a gray arrow to avoid
clutter and emphasize the effects of the other predictors. The sign of each
regression coefﬁcient is given in the ﬁgure. Standardized regression
coefﬁcients for this ﬁgure are in Table 1.
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would include a 1day lag term for N; 2 day lag terms for Dst, Vx, IMF Bz, and Js; and 3day lag terms for ULF, VLF,
and AE. These models are compared in Table 2. (For comparison purposes, the sample size was reduced to the
2325days onwhich all these variables were available for these lags. Thus, the coefﬁcients of the 1day lagmodel
in Table 2 are slightly different from that in Figure 3b.) Choosing lags based on the highest simple correlations
gives a model with a lower R2 (the percent variation in the data explained by the model). In addition, most vari-
ables with higher simple correlations at a 2 day lag (Bz, Vx, and JS) or at a 3 day lag (ULF, VLF, and AE) show less
inﬂuence in the mixed lag regression model than when the 1day lag of all variables is used. This suggests that
the higher simple correlations at longer lags are not meaningful in a physical sense.
When predictors are measured 3days previous, Vx shows the strongest inﬂuence (+), followed by ULF (+), N (+),
the ULF-VLF interaction (+), VLF (+), and Dst () (Figure 3c). The percent variation explained is much lower
(R2 = 40.5%, roughly equivalent to a correlation of 0.67). The inﬂuence of Vx, N, and ULF and VLF wave activity
are highest when measured 3days before, while the inﬂuence of Dst, Bz, AE, and JS drop off farther from the
current day.
The surprising negative inﬂuence of AE in the multiple regression models led us to repeat these models with-
out this factor (Table 3). This reduces the effect of ULF activity in the 1 day lagmodel but has little inﬂuence on
the effect of ULF or VLF activity in either the nowcast or the 3 day lag model. The percent of variation
explained by the nowcast, 1 day lag, and 3 day lag models without AE are 71.3%, 70.4%, and 40.5%, respec-
tively. These are nearly the same percent variation for models with AE shown in Table 1.
Substorms are thought to increase relativistic electron ﬂux by injecting seed electrons and/or increasing ULF
waves which then act to increase relativistic electron ﬂux. Therefore, the excitation of these two processes by
substorms may completely explain the positive inﬂuence of AE as it acts solely as an indirect driver of ﬂux.
Table 1. Coefﬁcients of the Regression Models of Figure 3a
Nowcast (Figure 3a) 1 Day Lag Prediction (3B) 3 day Lag Prediction (3C)
Dst 0.111b 0.025 0.044
Bz 0.105b 0.075b 0.014
Vx 0.035 0.101
b 0.257b
N 0.088b 0.116b 0.100b
ULF 0.034 0.143b 0.205b
VLF 0.004 0.051b 0.056b
ULF × VLF interaction 0.019 0.048b .095b
AE 0.126b 0.207b 0.037
Seed electron ﬂux 0.253b 0.083b 0.035
Lag relativistic electron ﬂux 0.746b 0.700b 0.354
R2 (% variation explained) 70.7% 72.1% 40.5%
aThe coefﬁcient of determination (R2) is the percent variation in the data explained by the model. It is roughly equiva-
lent to the square of the correlation coefﬁcient.
bEffect signiﬁcant at p< 0.05.
Table 2. Coefﬁcients of Regression Models With Varying Lagsa
All Variables at Lag 1b Lags Chosen by Highest Simple Correlationc
Dst 0.031 0.058d (Lag 2)
Bz 0.079d 0.015 (Lag 2)
Vx 0.112
d 0.062d (Lag 2)
N 0.155d 0.127d (Lag 1)
ULF 0.126d 0.037 (Lag 3)
VLF 0.043d 0.027d (Lag 3)
AE 0.209d 0.065d (Lag 3)
Seed electron ﬂux 0.083d 0.069d (Lag 2)
Lag1 relativistic electron ﬂux 0.700d 0.693d (Lag 1)
R2 (% variation explained) 71.4% 69.6%
aN = 2325 days for both models.
bLag 1 model for all variables.
cThe lag for each predictor variable chosen by its highest simple correlation.
dEffect signiﬁcant at p< 0.05.
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We test this hypothesis by doing a
regression with only AE and then
adding ULF and seed electron ﬂux.
Using just the 1 day lag model, we
reduced the parameters in the
multiple regression to only AE and
the previous relativistic electron ﬂux
as a covariate (Table 4). In this analy-
sis, the AE still shows a positive
inﬂuence. However, when either ULF
wave activity or seed electron ﬂux is
added to this reduced model, AE has
a negative effect. This supports the
hypothesis that the positive inﬂuence
of AE (as seen in the simple correla-
tions) is only a measure of its indirect effect through either or both of increased ULF wave activity or
injected seed electrons. (A similar analysis could be done with VLF waves, but the effect of ground VLF
waves in our study was so small that we did not attempt it.)
3.1. Model With No Persistence: An Example of Path Analysis
The interactions between predictor variables can be explored with the use of path analysis. In this analytical
technique, a causal relationship between variables is proposed where each predictor has a direct effect on
the ﬁnal dependent variable (relativistic electron ﬂux, in this case) as well as possible indirect effects by virtue
of their inﬂuence on other predictors. Multiple regression is used to assess the degree of inﬂuence of the other
variables on each predictor, with each intermediate variable, in turn, being used as the dependent variable.
In our path model, we posit that solar wind parameters (velocity, density, and IMF Bz) may inﬂuence relativis-
tic ﬂux not only directly but, perhaps more importantly, also indirectly through processes measured by Dst
and AE, JS, and ULF and VLF wave power. The arrival of energy in the solar wind triggers a response in both
the Dst and AE indices, which roughly represent ring current and substorm activity, respectively. Both these
mechanisms have been proposed as intermediary processes that drive wave activity and seed electron
enhancements. We represent them in our model as variables controlled by solar wind parameters on the
one hand but driving wave activity and JS on the other. Thus, the processes measured by Dst and AE have
both direct and indirect inﬂuences on JR. We have chosen to eliminate persistence in our path model so as
to reduce the complexity. If ﬂux persistence is dropped, the regression of JR on the other 1 day lagged
predictors explains 31.8% of the variation (roughly analogous to a correlation coefﬁcient of 0.564). As a
predictive model, this would appear to be less accurate than the 1 day lag model with persistence included;
however, we discuss below why the model without persistence may be more useful in some ways.
A test of this set of hypotheses is presented in Figure 4, where each arrow thickness represents the relative
inﬂuence of predictors on JR and on each other. Direct effects are represented by black arrows and intermedi-
ate effects by gray arrows. Dashed lines represent negative inﬂuences. All predictors are measured 1 day
previous to ﬂux.
Predictors’ direct effects are deter-
mined from the multiple regression
where JR is the dependent variable.
The other path coefﬁcients are
from multiple regressions where each
predictor is used as the dependent
variable (Table 5). Not shown in
Table 5 is the correlation between N
and V of 0.529. The correlation
between N and Bz (0.002) and V and
Bz (<0.001) were both negligible and
Table 3. Coefﬁcients of the Multiple Regression Models With AE
Removed From Model




Dst 0.104a 0.039a 0.047
Bz 0.072a 0.018 0.004
Vx 0.025 0.080
a 0.253a
N 0.097a 0.131a 0.098a
ULF 0.050 0.009 0.182a
VLF 0.008 0.041a 0.055a
ULF × VLF interaction 0.020 0.053a 0.096a
Seed electron ﬂux 0.241a 0.056a 0.031
Lag relativistic electron ﬂux 0.750a 0.712a 0.356a
R2 (% variation explained) 70.4% 71.3% 40.5%
aEffect signiﬁcant at p< 0.05.
Table 4. Regression Parameters From Multiple Regression, With Previous
Relativistic Electron Flux as Covariate: AE Alone, AEWith ULF, AEWith Seed
Electron Flux, and AE With Both ULF and Seed Electron Fluxa




0.722 0.209 0.206 0.19
aWhile AE shows a positive inﬂuence on its own, the addition of either
ULF or seed electron ﬂux to the model causes the AE inﬂuence to
become negative.
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therefore left out of the ﬁgure. Indirect
effects are calculated as the sum of the
product of all path coefﬁcients from each
predictor to JR. Total effect is the sum of
indirect and direct effects. The simple corre-
lations (last column of Table 5) include
both the direct and indirect inﬂuences on
JR as well as spurious effects attributed to
common causes.
The indirect and direct effects of some
parameters add to produce a stronger total
effect (N, V, IMF Bz, VLF, and ULF—Figure 5).
With others, direct and indirect effects
oppose each other (Dst and AE). As the
model is constructed, the indirect effect of
both VLF and ULF is due solely to their
inﬂuence on JS. Dst and AE act indirectly
through VLF, ULF, and JS, while N, V, and
IMF Bz act indirectly through all the
other parameters.
3.2. Prediction and Model Validation
We used the unstandardized regression coefﬁcients to predict observations for each year. A nowcast
model gives only a moderate correlation between predicted and observed JR (range: 0.21–0.58;
average: 0.35; Table 6). A model using predictors from the previous day gives similar correlations
(0.22–0.64; average 0.39). Adding the previous day’s ﬂux to this Lag 1 model improves the correlation
(0.71–0.89; average = 0.78). Correlations are lower when predictors (including previous JR) are
measured 3 days prior (Lag 3 model: 0.37–0.73, average = 0.51). A scatterplot of observed ﬂux values
from 1998 versus those predicted by the 1day lag model (including 1day lagged JR) is given in Figure 6.
Regression coefﬁcients were produced from all data but 1998 and then used to calculate predicted ﬂux values
from the 1998 observed independent variables.
A time plot of these observed and predicted values shows how well predictions track observed ﬂux levels
during the third quarter of 1998 (Figure 7). The observed values (solid line) are well predicted by the 1 day
lag model that includes lagged ﬂux (dashed line). The 1 day lag model without ﬂux underestimates the
height of some peaks and overestimates others (dotted line). This is likely the cause of the lower correlation
seen in the model validations. However, both models are able to predict increases, and a close inspection
of each peak reveals that the model without lagged ﬂux predicts ﬂux increases slightly sooner than the
model that includes lagged ﬂux.
Figure 4. Path diagram of direct and indirect inﬂuences of predictors
on relativistic electron ﬂux. Each arrow thickness represents the rela-
tive inﬂuence of predictors on relativistic electron ﬂux and on each
other, with negative inﬂuences given by dashed lines. Direct effects are
represented by black arrows and intermediate effects by gray arrows.
The correlations between V and Bz, and N and Bz are essentially 0 and
are therefore left out of the diagram.
Table 5. Direct and Indirect Inﬂuences of 1 Day Lag Predictorsa
Effect on Flux







N 0.173 0.024 0.316 0.074 0.204 0.150 0.056 0.229 0.385
V 0.182 0.528 0.732 0.137 0.454 0.128 0.123 0.305 0.422
Bz 0.188 0.430 0.576 0.103 0.096 0.16 0.033 0.221 0.159
Dst 0.053 0.030 0.200 0.183 0.139 0.086 0.333
AE 0.401 0.326 0.459 0.189 0.234 0.167 0.239
VLF 0.014 0.077 0.032 0.046 0.149
ULF 0.163 0.333 0.141 0.304 0.340
Seed 0.422 0.422 0.477
aRelativistic electron ﬂux persistence is not included in this model. Coefﬁcients are frommultiple regression analyses. Direct inﬂuences are from themultiple regres-
sion where relativistic electron ﬂux is the dependent variable and predictor variables are lagged by 1 day. Path coefﬁcients are from a series of multiple regressions
with each predictor variable used as the dependent variable. The indirect inﬂuence is the sum of the product of all paths from a given predictor. Total inﬂuence is the
sum of direct and indirect effects. Total correlation consists of both direct and indirect effects and spurious effects attributed to common causes.
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4. Discussion
In our previous study of relativistic electron
ﬂux following storms, ULF and seed electron
ﬂux were identiﬁed as the major inﬂuences
in ﬂux increases during recovery, with solar
wind velocity and IMF Bz showing more
modest correlations [Simms et al., 2014].
In the current analysis of full years of data,
including both quiet and storm times, seed
electron ﬂux correlates well on the same
day (nowcast), but its inﬂuence drops off
in the 1–3 day forecast models. Velocity
and ULF activity are still associated with
increased ﬂux but only if measured 1–3 days
before ﬂux. They have little association in the
nowcast model, where the major inﬂuences
are negative effects of N and AE, and a posi-
tive inﬂuence of seed electron ﬂux and Dst.
In our present study, we do not separate analyses or parameter measurements into periods of storm main
phase or recovery or quiet periods. We attempt only to construct a model that describes the day to day
dynamics of relativistic electrons, although mechanisms of electron loss and acceleration at different storm
periods and during quiet periods may be controlled by different sets of parameters.
Some of our current correlations may also differ from those found in previous studies due to the multiple
regression technique that we use. Multiple regression, by controlling for all variables simultaneously, gives
a more accurate picture of each parameter’s inﬂuence. If predictors are highly correlated, it is difﬁcult to know,
from simple correlation analysis, if a given parameter has any correlation with ﬂux above and beyond the fact
that it rises or falls in combination with more inﬂuential parameters. This is a particular problem in studying
space weather phenomena where many possibly inﬂuential processes rise or fall simultaneously.
Our simple correlation analyses do give results similar to those found by previous studies. Seed electron
ﬂux (JS), AE, solar wind velocity (Vx), and ULF wave power all have a positive inﬂuence on relativistic
electron ﬂux (JR) (increases in the predictors are associated with increases in JR), while number density
(N) and Dst negatively impact ﬂux (increases in the predictors are associated with decreases in JR). The
positive Dst effect (more negative Dst
results in lower ﬂux) on the same day
is likely due to the temporary adiabatic
decrease in ﬂux seen during the main
phase of storms [Reeves et al., 2003;
Vassiliadis et al., 2005].
VLF wave activity and IMF Bz show
more modest correlations (black bars
of Figure 2). The low correlation of the
ground VLF wave power may be
because it is lowered by ionospheric
attenuation in the summer months
and may be measured at L shells where
VLF has little inﬂuence on geostation-
ary relativistic electron ﬂux [Smith
et al., 2004b; Thorne et al., 2013]. The
lower inﬂuence of VLF measured on
the same day relative to the inﬂuence
at increasing lags may be due to the
disruption of ducted propagation paths
Figure 5. Direct (white bars), indirect (gray), and total (black) inﬂu-
ence of each parameter on relativistic electron ﬂux. Direct inﬂu-
ence is the coefﬁcients of the multiple regression where ﬂux is the
dependent variable. Other path coefﬁcients (Table 5) are from
regressions where each predictor variable is used as a dependent
variable. Indirect inﬂuences are calculated by multiplying each
coefﬁcient in indirect paths from a variable to ﬂux, then summing all
such paths for that variable.
Table 6. Correlations Between Observed Values From Each Year and
Values Predicted From the Unstandardized Regression Coefﬁcients of
the Multiple Regression Modelsa
Validation Year Nowcast Lag 1
Lag 1 With
Previous Flux Lag 3
1992 0.32 0.31 0.71 0.50
1994 0.51 0.60 0.85 0.69
1995 0.58 0.64 0.86 0.57
1996 0.47 0.56 0.89 0.73
1997 0.21 0.33 0.75 0.37
1998 0.27 0.28 0.77 0.47
1999 0.40 0.44 0.77 0.46
2000 0.28 0.22 0.72 0.37
2001 0.27 0.30 0.75 0.46
2002 0.22 0.23 0.76 0.46
Avg r 0.35 0.39 0.78 0.51
aValidation year is withheld from the regression analysis and subse-
quently used as the validation data set. In Lag 1 are values predicted
from data 1 day prior to relativistic electron ﬂux measurement. Lag 3
values are predicted from 3 days prior. Scatterplot of observed versus
predicted values for validation year 1998 is in Figure 6.
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from the source region to the lower
altitudes (where the ground VLF is
measured) during disturbed periods
[Smith et al., 2004a].
These simple correlations peak 1–3days
before the ﬂux measurement. This has
been reported before for ULF and VLF
wave activity, and for solar wind velocity
and number density [Smith et al., 2004b;
Potapov et al., 2012, 2014; Borovsky and
Denton, 2014]. We have found this lag in
correlation to hold true for other variables
as well (AE, seed electron ﬂux, and Dst).
The strongest simple correlation is the
1day lag of relativistic electron ﬂux itself,
conﬁrming previous ﬁndings [Ukhorskiy
et al., 2004; Sakaguchi et al., 2015]. In con-
trast, in storm-only models [Simms et al.,
2014], ﬂux before a storm shows only
modest predictive ability. Following storms, ﬂux levels are more dependent on other parameters such as
ULF wave activity, solar wind velocity, and main phase seed electron population. The stronger association
between ﬂux and its previous level in the all year models presented in our current study is due to the fact
that ﬂux changes little from day to day. A reasonably good prediction on most days can be made solely
by predicting the next day’s ﬂux from the current day’s. It takes many days or even weeks for the ﬂux
increases following a storm to return to quiet levels. Thus, the ﬂux on 1day following a storm will be similar
to that on other days following that storm. The large stretches of quiet days with low ﬂux levels that show
little day to day variation would also give a strong correlation between ﬂux on 1day and ﬂux on the next.
This preponderance of days in the data set which there is little change explains the high predictive ability
of the previous day’s ﬂux. However, a simple model such as this, while it would give high predictive ability,
would miss the sudden changes that are of most interest. Persistence is also the least valuable factor in test-
ing mechanisms of electron ﬂux increases. The addition of other variables to the model via multiple regres-
sion not only improves the predictive ability but also gives insight into the mechanisms of electron
acceleration which the simple measure of persistence does not. However, given the high correlations
between predictor variables and previous ﬂux, as well as the autocorrelation of the ﬂux, previous day’s ﬂux
must be added to the model as a covariate to clearly establish the role of other predictors.
Similarly, individual correlations of each variable with ﬂux that do not account for other variables also run the
risk of giving a skewed interpretation of the ﬂux-predictor relationships [Simms et al., 2010, 2014; Potapov
et al., 2012, 2014]. For example, a simple correlation between Dst and ﬂux may not mean that changes in Dst
act to change ﬂux levels. Other
variables that occur along with Dst
ﬂuctuations and storms in general,
such as ULF and VLF wave power,
may be the drivers responsible for ﬂux
changes.Dst dropsmay only appear to
be inﬂuential in simple correlations
because these drops are associated
with the wave power changes.
These complicated relationships
explain why an attempt to build a
multiple regression model using the
most correlated lag of each predictor
from the simple correlations does
Figure 6. Validation of the regression model. Observed values of
relativistic electron ﬂux in 1998 versus values predicted by a multi-
ple regression model using predictor values from 1 day previous
(including the previous day’s ﬂux). Regression coefﬁcients were
produced from all data but 1998. Flux values are rankit normal
scores. The correlation between observed and predicted values is
0.77. Correlations for other years are in Table 6.
Figure 7. Timeplot of 1998 (third quarter) observed ﬂux (solid line) versus
that predicted by the 1 day lagged model with previous ﬂux (dashed line)
and by the 1 day lagged model without previous ﬂux (dotted line). The
addition of previous ﬂux as a predictor improves the ﬁt of the peak heights,
but the model without previous ﬂux better predicts the onset of a ﬂux
increase event. Flux values are rankit normal scores.
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not result in a better model than using the 1 day lags for each predictor. Although simple correlations for
variables such as ULF or VLF peak at a 3 day lag, this does not mean that using the 3 day lag will result in ULF
or VLF showing a greater inﬂuence in the regression model when all variables are analyzed together. The
partial correlation analyses of Figure 2 point to this conclusion as well. Many of the variables, while showing
a simple correlation peak at a 3 day lag, show a higher partial correlation at a 1 day lag.
Simultaneous testing of many variables in the multiple regression analyses we have performed can account
for these intercorrelations and provide a ﬁrmer basis for deciding which variables may be responsible for
ﬂux changes.
4.1. Mechanisms Directly Driving Relativistic Electron Flux Increases
Fluxes of relativistic electrons in the magnetosphere are the result of a delicate balance between loss and
acceleration. Only about half of storms increase ﬂux, another quarter result in decreased ﬂux, and the remain-
der show little change [Reeves et al., 2003]. The ﬁrst response to a storm is the net loss of relativistic electrons
from the outer zone, while subsequent substorm activity in the recovery phase can lead to the net increases
[Li et al., 2009; Meredith et al., 2002]. Direct electron injections from the plasma sheet due to enhanced con-
vection can account for increases of the storm time energetic electrons (E< 100 keV) but cannot explain the
rapid appearance of higher-energy electrons [Liu et al., 2003; Miyoshi et al., 2006; Thorne et al., 2007]. An
important aspect of high-energy electron dynamics is the availability of seed electrons that can be acceler-
ated to high energies. Many studies show that electrons injected during stormmain phase can be accelerated
to subrelativistic energies (100< E< 500 keV) and become “seeds” of the outer zone relativistic electrons
(E> 0.5MeV) [Baker et al., 1998b; Obara et al., 2000]. It has been suggested that Pi1 emissions are indicators
of the midenergy electron interaction with the ionosphere that results in this necessary population of seed
electrons [Degtyarev et al., 2009, 2010]. This pool of seed electrons need not be large, as the energy spectrum
of magnetospheric electrons is very steep. To produce the observed ﬂuxes of relativistic electrons, only a
small fraction of the seed electrons must be accelerated.
Other mechanisms have also been proposed to explain increases in relativistic electron ﬂux. These include
both proximal mechanisms such as acceleration by wave activity or substorms and more distal causes such
as increased geomagnetic activity due to energy arriving in the solar wind.
ULF wave activity is often considered to be a possible driver of electron acceleration. The models proposed
include enhanced radial diffusion by ULF waves [Elkington et al., 1999; Green and Kivelson, 2004] which may
take days to produce a signiﬁcant increase in ﬂux levels [Liu et al., 1999], as well as models that depend on fast
mode compressional ULF waves which could accelerate a large number of electrons over time scales from a
few hours to several days, depending on amplitude [Summers and Ma, 2000b].
Using multiple regression, we ﬁnd the strongest ULF-ﬂux association occurs 3 days before the measured ﬂux,
conﬁrming the previous ﬁndings of the simple correlations [Potapov et al., 2012, 2014]. Romanova et al. [2007]
discovered that a cumulative ULF index (integrated over 2–3 days prior to the ﬂux measurement) was found
to better correlate with relativistic electron ﬂux than the original hourly ULF index as it evens out bursts of
wave activity. The 24 h average of the ULF index we use in our present study is similar to the cumulative
ULF index used by Romanova et al. [2007]. We chose not to use the cumulative ULF index in order to average
all parameters over the same 24 h. Also, by using an average that included fewer days, we were able to more
precisely pinpoint the timeframe of action. These ﬁndings that ULF activity acts over a period of days suggest
that ULF waves accelerate electrons via a diffusion process which acts cumulatively [Romanova et al., 2007;
Ozeke et al., 2012; Potapov et al., 2014].
VLF chorus activity has also been shown to accelerate electrons and has been used in numerous models
[Horne and Thorne, 1998; Summers and Ma, 2000a; Albert et al., 2009; Tu et al., 2014]. Correlations between
VLF activity and increased electron ﬂux provide support for this idea [Meredith et al., 2003a; O’Brien et al.,
2003; Smith et al., 2004b; Horne et al., 2005; Miyoshi et al., 2013; Thorne et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014; Su et al.,
2014; Turner et al., 2014; Xiao et al., 2014]. As noted above for the simple correlation analysis, the VLF inﬂuence
may not be as high in the nowcast model only because ducted propagation of the waves to the ground
stations may be attenuated during storm periods [Smith et al., 2004a].
In our multivariable analysis, VLF wave activity does show an association with increased relativistic electron
ﬂux in the days preceding, but its inﬂuence is less than that of ULF wave activity. It is unclear whether this
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is the result of an actual difference in the effect of VLF waves versus ULF waves or if the observed difference is
due to measurement effects. In our previous multiple regression study of ﬂux following storms, we found lit-
tle effect of the ground VLF measurement [Simms et al., 2014]; however, in a second study focusing on the
reasons for this lack of inﬂuence, we found that the ground VLF correlation could be improved by limiting
VLF observations to the dawn period (06:00–09:00 MLT at Halley) when electron acceleration due to chorus
VLF waves is thought to dominate [Simms et al., 2015]. We use this dawn period ground VLF measure in this
paper as well; however, there may still be difﬁculties with solar illumination of the ionosphere in the summer
months reducing observed VLF wave amplitude [Smith et al., 2010].
A lower effect of VLF activity at geosynchronous orbit has been noted before, although in a study where VLF
power was measured by the proxy of microburst frequency and not directly [O’Brien et al., 2003]. As explained
in their study, the use of microbursts as a proxy will tend to underestimate VLF activity at low levels of ﬂux.
This may have the effect of increasing the apparent correlation of VLF activity, if high levels of VLF activity are
occurring during low ﬂux levels when the VLF activity cannot be observed. Thus, in their study, the correlation
of VLF activity with ﬂux may be even lower than reported.
However, although there are many examples of satellite observations showing VLF waves leading directly to
relativistic electron ﬂux enhancement [Horne et al., 2005; Thorne et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014; Su et al., 2014;
Turner et al., 2014; Xiao et al., 2014], observations and theory suggest that VLF waves may act to precipitate
electrons into the loss cone as well, depending on the pitch angle and energy of these electrons [Horne
and Thorne, 2003; Lorentzen et al., 2001; O’Brien et al., 2004; Summers et al., 2007; Thorne et al., 2005; Saito
et al., 2012; Neal et al., 2015]. Thus, the overall VLF wave effect that we see may include both acceleration
and precipitation, resulting in VLF activity having a negligible net inﬂuence on the level of ﬂux of
relativistic electrons.
O’Brien et al. [2003] also found that at L~4.5, ULF wave activity and a proxy for VLF activity combined to pro-
duce higher relativistic ﬂux than either could alone. We have found this to be the case at geosynchronous
orbit as well. VLF and ULF wave activity act synergistically and not just additively, as seen in the signiﬁcant
interaction term of the multiple regressions. At higher levels of VLF, ULF has more effect and vice versa,
and their combined contribution is more than the sum of their individual contributions.
This agrees with the model of Li et al. [2005] who found that the combined effect of electron acceleration
(with the spread of the distribution function toward high-energy tail) by VLF and ULF wave activity in the
same region is greater than a simple superposition of the two effects and the action of the VLF waves will
often be dependent on the presence of ULF waves. They numerically solved a quasi-linear diffusion equation
for ULF fast mode compressional turbulence with power law scale distribution and the whistler-mode turbu-
lence with a Gaussian frequency distribution. While substorm injected energetic electrons can be regarded as
seed particles that can be accelerated by whistler-mode turbulence, compressional ULF waves can accelerate
both energetic electrons and background hot electrons. Thus, electrons must be ﬁrst accelerated from a
lower energy to several hundred of keV by the action of ULF waves. After this, whistler waves accelerate elec-
trons to relativistic energies. This may be an important factor to incorporate into future models of ﬂux
enhancements. However, the fast mode in the Pc5 band is a rather rare phenomenon. Intense compressional
waves during recovery (storm-related Pc5 pulsations) are usually attributed to poloidal Alfven waves instead
[Tan et al., 2011]. Therefore, this model may not be adequate to explain all instances of VLF-ULF interactive
effects. Nonetheless, the idea of combined ULF-VLF acceleration is promising. One possible scenario is that
ULF wave activity provides radial particle transport and that these particles are locally accelerated by
VLF turbulence.
4.2. Distal Versus Proximal Inﬂuences
A further reﬁnement to multiple regression is path analysis, in which presumed causal connections can be
tested. The proximal variables discussed above are postulated to act directly on ﬂux. The more distal factors
of the solar wind and IMF are thought to control relativistic electron ﬂux indirectly due to their ability to
increase the wave and substorm activity which are the direct drivers [Mathie and Mann, 2000; Mann et al.,
2013]. A complicated model results where energy input from the solar wind and IMF causes an increase in
the ring current (measured as a decrease in Dst, perhaps to storm levels), an increase in substorm activity
(measured by AE), and increased wave activity in the ULF and VLF ranges. The geomagnetic disturbance
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may further increase wave activity, as well as increase the seed population of electrons. The wave activity is
then thought to act to accelerate the lower energy electrons to relativistic energies. This model of action is
laid out in our path analysis. The path analysis is itself only a correlation analysis, but by distinguishing
between proximal and distal factors, it allows for testing of the presumed causal connections [Loehlin,
1991]. We can test the direct inﬂuence of distal factors (solar wind and IMF factors) on relativistic electron ﬂux
as well as their inﬂuence on intermediary parameters that subsequently inﬂuence ﬂux.
The direct effects of 1 day lagged number density, velocity, Dst, and substorms (AE) are of lower magnitude
than their indirect effects through other variables (Figures 4 and 5). That there is any direct effect at all from
these parameters suggests that there are additional mechanisms than just the indirect effects mediated
through wave activity and seed electron ﬂux. The direct positive effect of Dst on relativistic electron ﬂux when
other parameters are held constant is one obvious example. This is theorized to be the result of conservation
of adiabatic invariants, causing electrons to move outward in response to the decreased magnetic ﬁeld dur-
ing storm main phase [Kim and Chan, 1997; Li et al., 1997]. However, despite this positive correlation (when
Dst is most negative, relativistic electron ﬂux decreases), the overall correlation of Dst with ﬂux is negative
because the greater magnitude of the indirect effects of Dst mediated through wave activity and seed elec-
tron ﬂux. This supports the hypothesis that ring current ions drive poloidal mode ULF wave activity which in
turn leads to increased JR [Ozeke and Mann, 2008].
Substorm activity is postulated to trigger higher ﬂux [Meredith et al., 2002; O’Brien et al., 2003], possibly due to
substorm dipolarization inducing electric ﬁelds that accelerate electrons in the geomagnetic tail which are
then transported closer to the Earth by radial diffusion [Kim et al., 2000]. This hypothesis is supported by
the positive simple correlation we and other studies ﬁnd between the AE measure of substorm activity and
ﬂux increases [Kim et al., 2015; Rodger et al., 2016]. Rodger et al. [2016] also ﬁnd a much greater effectiveness
of repetitive substorms which occur within 82min of each other. Steadymagnetospheric convection (SMC) of
periods lasting longer than 90min also produce higher levels of relativistic electrons following storms
[Kissinger et al., 2014]. SMC intervals show longer lasting and greater magnetospheric and ionospheric
convection than an individual substorm recovery phase and are deﬁned as periods with steady AL and
enhancement of both AL and AU [Kissinger et al., 2012]. The daily average AE index that we use encompasses
single substorms, repetitive substorms, and SMC intervals. It is unclear if a statistic that differentiated
between these periods would lead to different conclusions about the inﬂuence of single substorms versus
more prolonged activity, but we plan to incorporate a more reﬁned measure in future work.
However, the daily average of AE (our substorm measure) has a positive inﬂuence on seed electron ﬂux and
ULF and VLF wave activity, which themselves then positively impact ﬂux levels. This conﬁrms previous obser-
vations that substorms enhance VLF wave activity [Meredith et al., 2002, 2003a; Rodger et al., 2016], ULF wave
activity [Kozyreva and Kleimenova, 2008; Rae et al., 2011; Simms et al., 2014] and seed electron ﬂux [Li et al.,
2009]. While substorms may therefore show an overall positive inﬂuence in a simple correlation, this may
be due only to substorms indirectly inﬂuencing JR by enhancing wave activity and JS. When wave activity
and JS are accounted for in multiple regression, the only effect of substorms left to measure may be their
direct negative inﬂuence.
As substorm inﬂuences might only be expected to occur on the nightside, this may further explain why the ULF
and VLF wave inﬂuences do not occur immediately. Our reduced models that sequentially add ULF or seed
electrons show that once these parameters are included, AE shows no direct positive inﬂuence on ﬂux
(Table 4). The positive AE simple correlation with JR, therefore, is only through its effects on ULF and seed elec-
tron enhancements. (Our measure of ULF, which emphasizes Pc5 pulsations, may not be the only ULF inﬂuence
in this system.Degtyarev et al. [2009] also found a correlation between Pi1 pulsations and increased JR. This may
be due to the correlation of JS to Pi1 pulsations as the Pi1 pulsations are an indicator of injection of low-energy
electrons into the ionosphere which may indicate the presence of seed electrons in the magnetosphere.)
Given this, it might be predicted that once other factors are accounted for, the direct effect of AE on relativis-
tic electron ﬂux would be negligible. Surprisingly though, the direct effect of AE is negative. We at ﬁrst
hypothesized that this might be the result of including all days in our models: both storm and nonstorm per-
iods. In particular, the physical processes that drive electron acceleration or depletionmay be different during
the main phase of storms. However, preliminary analyses in which we removed main phase days from the
data set still resulted in a negative effect of AE, so this did not appear to be a promising avenue to explore.
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The negative AE effect may be an artifact of substorm inﬂuences on other relevant processes that are
not included in our model. The most likely candidate is electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves
that are postulated to be driven by substorm injection of hot ion populations [Clausen et al., 2011].
EMIC waves (Pc1-Pc2 pulsations of 0.1–5 Hz) are thought to precipitate relativistic electrons [Meredith
et al., 2003b; Jordanova et al., 2008; Miyoshi et al., 2008; Kersten et al., 2014; Usanova et al., 2014;
Engebretson et al., 2015]. Thus, substorm activity (measured by the AE index) may be responsible both
for increasing ﬂux via increased ULF and VLF wave activity and seed electron ﬂux, as well as decreasing
it by generating EMIC waves. As we did not include EMIC wave activity in our model, its negative
inﬂuence may appear as a strongly negative AE direct effect. Unfortunately, there is no EMIC wave
database for this stretch of time. If possible, we intend to include this parameter in future work.
However, AE may not be a good measure of substorm activity during storms as many types of
nonsubstorm activity, such as steady magnetospheric convection and electrojet variations, may be
included in the storm time AE measure (Kyle Murphy, personal communication, 2015). This may com-
plicate the interpretation of the inﬂuence of the AE index in our data set that spans both storm and
nonstorm conditions. A further problem is that the AE index is determined from activity at the same
magnetometers that provide the ULF index data. Thus, the ULF index may already include the AE activ-
ity and thus the prediction of any acceleration due to substorm onset. This may explain why both
indices are not needed in the models.
High number density at geosynchronous orbit has also been postulated to generate more EMIC waves
[Clausen et al., 2011]. Therefore, this might be the same mechanism that results in a negative direct effect
of number density in our path analysis. As number density also positively impacts AE (with its direct negative
effect on relativistic electron ﬂux) and negatively affects seed electron ﬂux, many of the paths from number
density add together to give this parameter a strong negative effect overall. Its positive effects through
increased ULF and VLF wave activity are of lesser impact.
Our path analysis model could be further elaborated in the future by including interactions between sub-
storm injection of both “source” electrons with energies of tens of keV that may enhance VLF wave activity
as well as the seed electrons in our current model that are thought to be accelerated up to relativistic speeds
by VLF waves [Thorne et al., 2013; Jaynes et al., 2015].
4.3. Assessment of Model Predictions
The correlation between prediction and observation from full year regression models is somewhat
higher than that found with models using only data from storm recovery periods. Simms et al. [2014]
found an average correlation of 0.720 between model predictions and novel observations from storm
recovery periods (range: 0.645–0.784). The all year predictions from the 1 day lagged predictors of the
present study show an average 0.78 correlation with observations (range: 0.71–0.89). These models
predict the expected highest daily values of electron ﬂuxes at geosynchronous orbit surprisingly well,
despite covering both quiet and disturbed time periods in which physical processes are expected to
be quite different.
Previously published predictive models at geosynchronous orbit generated from single solar wind
parameters have resulted in correlations with observations ranging from around 0.15 (with Bz south
as the sole predictor) to 0.35 (with N as the predictor) to 0.55 (using velocity as the predictor).
Predictions using geomagnetic indices such as Dst, AL, or AU result in correlations with observations
of about 0.40 [Vassiliadis et al., 2005]. Our multivariable models improve on this predictive ability.
In the all year models, the data-derived 1 day lag models gave the best correlation with observations
from outside the data set used to derive the model. Nowcast and 3 day lag models were not as predic-
tive. We compared two 1 day lag models, one with previous relativistic ﬂux as one of the predictors and
one without it. The correlation to novel observations was higher when previous ﬂux was included as a
predictor; however, this was only because this model predicted the peak ﬂux levels better. The 1 day
lag model without previous ﬂux does not predict the actual height of a peak well but is slightly better
at predicting the onset of the increases. If the goal of a prediction model is to predict the peak of the
relativistic electron ﬂux increase, then the model with lagged ﬂux would be more useful, but if the
timing of the rise is more important, then the model without lagged ﬂux would be preferred.
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5. Summary
We predict JR, the daily maximum relativistic electron ﬂux at geostationary orbit, with an empirical model
obtained from multiple regression analysis. Multiple regression allows the incorporation of many correlated
predictor variables, determining the inﬂuence of each parameter while holding the other predictor variables
constant. The most explanatory variables are the previous day’s solar wind number density and velocity, AE
index, and ULF wave activity; however, the AE index, measuring substorm processes, shows a negative corre-
lation with ﬂux when other parameters are controlled. This may be due to the fact that substorms do not act
directly on ﬂux enhancements but rather provide the seed electrons and the energy that drives wave activity
(both ULF and VLF) to accelerate electrons The remaining portion of the substorm effect may be mediated
through other unmeasured parameters such as EMIC waves that act to precipitate electrons. VLF waves mea-
sured at a ground station show a lower, but still signiﬁcant, inﬂuence. ULF and VLF waves act synergistically
on JR, with each increasing the inﬂuence of the other.
Due to high persistence of relativistic electrons in the radiation belt, the addition of the previous day’s JR as a
predictor improves the correlation between predicted observations and observations from an independent
set of data. However, this improved correlation is apparently only due to a better prediction of the level of
ﬂux. Its addition to the model delays the anticipation of a ﬂux event.
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